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AGRICULTURE'S RED CROSS AID FOR RUSSIA

MRS. CHURCHILL INSPECTS TOURING DISPLAYS

Mrs. Winston Churchill, Mr. and Mrs. Maisky, Mr. R.H. Hudson, the

Minister of Agriculture, and Field Marshal Sir Philip Chetwode, Bart.,
to-day (Wed, November 5) inspected a special travelling Red Cross Display
Unit before it left London to tour rural England and Wales.

The send off was held in the courtyard of the Ministry of

Information.

The object of the tour, which will first of all cover the West of

England, is to help raise money for the Red Cross Agriculture Fund which

hen promised substantial financial assistance to Mrs. Churchill's Aid

to Russia Appeal.

It is hoped to collect at least £250,000 before the end of this

year.

The Display Unit consists of six demonstration vans, a kit and

breakdown van, and a dispatch rider. The "Aid to Russia" Van, the

first in the column, displays exhibits of medical supplies and other

equipment which the Red Cross is sending out to our ally, together with

a large number of photographs of actual scenes of the war in Russia.

The Prisoners of War Van contains exhibits of made-up parcels of food,

clothing, tobacco, sports equipment, and other gifts for wounded and

convalescent prisoners. In this van the public will be able to get

information as to how parcels should be packed, particularly those for

next-of-kin prisoners. A demonstrator will give advice on parcel

procedure.

There is, as well, a two-ton mobile canteen such as is used for

the supply of warm food and drinks in blitzed areas, a physio-therapy
van containing complete electrical massage units, radiant heat and ultra-

violet ray appliances, an X-Ray Van with modem apparatus able to take

X-ray photographs of anything anywhere and a standard four-stretcher

ambulance fitted for the purposes of the tour with loudspeaker equip-
ment.

Eleven personnel will travel with the Unit, eight of them women

selected not only because of their proficiency in anti-gas and other

Red Cross work but also because of their expert knowledge of car

mechanics and maintenance.

The whole Unit will on tour be under the command of Mr. P.D. Ballance,

and the responsibility for getting the Display together has rested with

Mr. N.G. Barraclough, the officer in command of Transport for the

British Red Cross.
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